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	Chip Multiprocessor Architecture: Techniques to Improve Throughput and Latency, 9781598291223 (159829122X), Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007
Chip multiprocessors — also called multi-core microprocessors or CMPs for short — are now the only way to build high-performance microprocessors, for a variety of reasons. Large uniprocessors are no longer scaling in performance, because it is only possible to extract a limited amount of parallelism from a typical instruction stream using conventional superscalar instruction issue techniques. In addition, one cannot simply ratchet up the clock speed on today’s processors, or the power dissipation will become prohibitive in all but water-cooled systems. Compounding these problems is the simple fact that with the immense numbers of transistors available on today’s microprocessor chips, it is too costly to design and debug ever-larger processors every year or two.

CMPs avoid these problems by filling up a processor die with multiple, relatively simpler processor cores instead of just one huge core. The exact size of a CMP’s cores can vary from very simple pipelines to moderately complex superscalar processors, but once a core has been selected the CMP’s performance can easily scale across silicon process generations simply by stamping down more copies of the hard-to-design, high-speed processor core in each successive chip generation. In addition, parallel code execution, obtained by spreading multiple threads of execution across the various cores, can achieve significantly higher performance than would be possible using only a single core. While parallel threads are already common in many useful workloads, there are still important workloads that are hard to divide into parallel threads. The low inter-processor communication latency between the cores in a CMP helps make a much wider range of applications viable candidates for parallel execution than was possible with conventional, multi-chip multiprocessors; nevertheless, limited parallelism in key applications is the main factor limiting acceptance of CMPs in some types of systems.
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Internet of Things Programming Projects: Build modern IoT solutions with the Raspberry Pi 3 and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A practical project-based guide to help you build and control your IoT projects

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the full potential of IoT with the combination of Raspberry Pi 3 and Python
	
			Build complex Python-based applications with IoT
	
			Work on various IoT projects...




		

Visual Basic .NET Design PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Experience gives programmers a variety of wisdom. As programmers gain experience, they may recognize new problems as being similar to problems they have solved before. With even more experience, they recognize that solutions for similar problems follow recurring patterns. By being aware of these patterns, experienced programmers recognize...

		

A Course In Light-Speed Reading: A Return To Natural Intuitive ReadingCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2008

	Many years ago, I took a course in speed-reading as part of a college program. It was marvelous for me to break the 700 words per minute “barrier” and explode into a new world of reading. I found that, for me, reading was more of a block or hindrance than an aid to learning. I had to do something significantly different so that I...




	

C++ Programming: From Problem Analysis to Program DesignCengage Learning, 2008

	Now in its fourth edition, C++ Programming: From Problem Analysis to Program Design remains the definitive text for CS1 courses. Best-selling author D.S. Malik employs a student-focused approach, using complete programming examples to teach introductory programming concepts. This fourth edition has been enhanced to further demonstrate the use...


		

JavaScript: The Web Technologies SeriesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	JavaScript is a client-side scripting language that allows Web page
	authors to develop interactive Web pages and sites. Although
	JavaScript is considered a programming language, it is also a critical
	part of Web page design and authoring. Th is is because the JavaScript
	language “lives” within a Web page’s elements....


		

Play for Scala: Covers Play 2Manning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Play for Scala shows you how to build Scala-based web applications using the Play 2 framework. This book starts by introducing Play through a comprehensive overview example. Then, you'll look at each facet of a typical Play application both by exploring simple code snippets and by adding to a...
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